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a b s t r a c t
For more than two centuries, solutions of differential equations have been obtained
either analytically or numerically based on typically well-behaved forcing and boundary
conditions for well-posed problems. We are changing this paradigm in a fundamental
way by establishing an interface between probabilistic machine learning and differential
equations. We develop data-driven algorithms for general linear equations using Gaussian
process priors tailored to the corresponding integro-differential operators. The only
observables are scarce noisy multi-ﬁdelity data for the forcing and solution that are not
required to reside on the domain boundary. The resulting predictive posterior distributions
quantify uncertainty and naturally lead to adaptive solution reﬁnement via active learning.
This general framework circumvents the tyranny of numerical discretization as well as the
consistency and stability issues of time-integration, and is scalable to high-dimensions.
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Nearly two decades ago a visionary treatise by David Mumford anticipated that stochastic methods will transform pure
and applied mathematics in the beginning of the third millennium, as probability and statistics will come to be viewed as
the natural tools to use in mathematical as well as scientiﬁc modeling [1]. Indeed, in recent years we have been witnessing
the emergence of a data-driven era in which probability and statistics have been the focal point in the development of disruptive technologies such as probabilistic machine learning [2,3]. Only to verify Mumford’s predictions, this wave of change
is steadily propagating into applied mathematics, giving rise to novel probabilistic interpretations of classical deterministic
scientiﬁc methods and algorithms. This new viewpoint offers an elegant path to generalization and enables computing with
probability distributions rather than solely relying on deterministic thinking. In particular, in the area of numerical analysis
and scientiﬁc computing, the ﬁrst hints of this paradigm shift were clearly manifested in the thought-provoking work of
Diaconis [4], tracing back to Poincaré’s courses on probability theory [5]. This line of work has recently inspired resurgence
in probabilistic methods and algorithms [6–8] that offer a principled and robust handling of uncertainty due to model inadequacy, parametric uncertainties, and numerical discretization/truncation errors. In particular, several statistical inference
techniques have been reported in [9–12] for constructing probabilistic time-stepping schemes for systems of ordinary differential equations (e.g., systems arising after a partial differential equation is discretized in space). In the same spirit, the
work of [13–16] has highlighted the possibility of solving linear partial differential equations and quantifying parameter and
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discretization uncertainty using Gaussian process priors. These developments are deﬁning a new area of scientiﬁc research
in which probabilistic machine learning and classical scientiﬁc computing coexist in unison, providing a ﬂexible and general
platform for Bayesian reasoning and computation. In this work, we exploit this interface by developing a novel Bayesian
inference framework that enables learning from (noisy) data and equations in a synergistic fashion.
2. Problem setup
We consider general linear integro-differential equations of the form

Lx u (x) = f (x),

(1)

where x is a D-dimensional vector that includes spatial or temporal coordinates, Lx is a linear operator, u (x) denotes an
unknown solution to the equation, and f (x) represents the external force that drives the system. We assume that f L := f is
a complex, expensive to evaluate, “black-box” function. For instance, f L could represent force acting upon a physical system,
the outcome of a costly experiment, the output of an expensive computer code, or any other unknown function. We assume
limited availability of high-ﬁdelity data for f L , denoted by {x L , y L }, that could be corrupted by noise  L , i.e., y L = f L (x L ) +  L .
In many cases, we may also have access to supplementary sets of less accurate models f  ,  = 1, . . . , L − 1, sorted by
increasing level of ﬁdelity, and generating data {x , y  } that could also be contaminated by noise   , i.e., y  = f  (x ) +   .
Such data may come from simpliﬁed computer models, inexpensive sensors, or uncalibrated measurements. In addition,
we also have a small set of data on the solution u, denoted by {x0 , y 0 }, perturbed by noise  0 , i.e., y 0 = u (x0 ) +  0 ,
sampled at scattered spatio-temporal locations, which we call anchor points to distinguish them from boundary or initial
values. Although they could be located on the domain boundaries as in the classical setting, this is not a requirement in
the current framework as solution data could be partially available on the boundary or in the interior of either spatial or
temporal domains. Here, we are not primarily interested in estimating f . We are interested in estimating the unknown
solution u that is related to f through the linear operator Lx . For example, consider a bridge subject to environmental
loading. In a two-level of ﬁdelity setting (i.e., L = 2), suppose that one could only afford to collect scarce but accurate
(high-ﬁdelity) measurements of the wind force f 2 (x) acting upon the bridge at some locations. In addition, one could also
gather samples by probing a cheaper but inaccurate (low-ﬁdelity) wind prediction model f 1 (x) at some other locations. How
could this noisy data be combined to accurately estimate the bridge displacements u (x) under the laws of linear elasticity?
What is the uncertainty/error associated with this estimation? How can we best improve that estimation if we can afford
another observation of the wind force? Quoting Diaconis [4], “once we allow that we don’t know f , but do know some
things, it becomes natural to take a Bayesian approach”.
3. Solution methodology
The basic building blocks of the Bayesian approach adopted here are Gaussian process (GP) regression [17,18] and autoregressive stochastic schemes [19,21]. This choice is motivated by the Bayesian non-parametric nature of GPs, their analytical
tractability properties, and their natural extension to the multi-ﬁdelity settings that are fundamental to this work. In particular, GPs provide a ﬂexible prior distribution over functions, and, more importantly, a fully probabilistic workﬂow that
returns robust posterior variance estimates which enable adaptive reﬁnement and active learning [22–24]. The framework
we propose is summarized in Fig. 1 and is outlined in the following.
Inspired by [19,21], we will present the framework considering two-levels of ﬁdelity (i.e. L = 2), although generalization
to multiple levels is straightforward. Let us start with the auto-regressive model u (x) = ρ u 1 (x) + δ2 (x), where δ2 (x) and
u 1 (x) are two independent Gaussian processes [17–19,21] with δ2 (x) ∼ GP (0, g 2 (x, x ; θ2 )) and u 1 (x) ∼ GP (0, g 1 (x, x ; θ1 )).
Here, g 1 (x, x ; θ1 ), g 2 (x, x ; θ2 ) are covariance functions, θ1 , θ2 denote their hyper-parameters, and ρ is a cross-correlation
parameter to be learned from the data (see Sec. 3.1). Then, one can trivially obtain

u (x) ∼ GP (0, g (x, x ; θ)),

(2)

with g (x, x ; θ) = ρ 2 g 1 (x, x ; θ1 ) + g 2 (x, x ; θ2 ), and θ = (θ1 , θ2 , ρ ). The key observation here is that the derivatives and
integrals of a Gaussian process are still Gaussian processes. Therefore, given that the operator Lx is linear, we obtain

f (x) ∼ GP (0, k(x, x ; θ)),

(3)

k(x, x ; θ) = Lx Lx g (x, x ; θ).

(4)

with

Similarly, we arrive at the auto-regressive structure f (x) = ρ f 1 (x) + γ2 (x) on the forcing, where γ2 (x) = Lx δ2 (x), and f 1 (x) =
Lx u 1 (x) are consequently two independent Gaussian processes with γ2 (x) ∼ GP (0, k2 (x, x ; θ2 )), f 1 (x) ∼ GP (0, k1 (x, x ; θ1 )).
Furthermore, for  = 1, 2, k (x, x ; θ ) = Lx Lx g  (x, x ; θ ).
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Fig. 1. Inferring solutions of differential equations using noisy multi-ﬁdelity data: (A) Starting from a GP prior on u with kernel g (x, x ; θ), and using the linearity
of the operator Lx , we obtain a GP prior on f that encodes the structure of the differential equation in its covariance kernel k(x, x ; θ). (B) In view of
3 noisy high-ﬁdelity data points for f , we train a single-ﬁdelity GP (i.e., ρ = 0) with kernel k(x, x ; θ) to estimate the hyper-parameters θ . (C) This leads
to a predictive posterior distribution for u conditioned on the available data on f and the anchor point(s) on u. For instance, in the one-dimensional
integro-differential example considered here, the posterior mean gives us an estimate of the solution u while the posterior variance quantiﬁes uncertainty
in our predictions. (D), (E) Adding a supplementary set of 15 noisy low-ﬁdelity data points for f , and training a multi-ﬁdelity GP, we obtain signiﬁcantly
more accurate solutions with a tighter uncertainty band.

3.1. Training
The hyper-parameters θ = (θ1 , θ2 , ρ ) which are shared between the kernels g (x, x ; θ) and k(x, x ; θ) can be estimated by
minimizing the negative log marginal likelihood

N LML(θ, σn20 , σn21 , σn22 ) := − log p ( y |x; θ, σn20 , σn21 , σn22 ),
(5)
 T T T
 T T T
T
T
with y := y 0 y 1 y 2 and x := x0 x1 x2 . Also, the variance parameters associated with the observation noise in
u (x), f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are denoted by σn20 , σn21 , and σn22 , respectively. Finally, the negative log marginal likelihood is explicitly
given by

N LML =

1
2

y T K −1 y +

1
2

log | K | +

n
2

log(2π ),

(6)




T

where n = n0 + n1 + n2 , denotes the total number of data points in x T := x0T x1T x2 , and

⎡

K 00
K = ⎣ K 10
K 20

K 01
K 11
K 21

⎤

K 02
K 12 ⎦ ,
K 22

(7)

and

K 00 = g (x0 , x0 ; θ) + σn20 I 0 ,
K 01 =
K 02 =

T
K 10
T
K 20

= ρ Lx g 1 (x0 , x1 ; θ1 ),
= Lx g (x0 , x2 ; θ2 ),

(8)
(9)
(10)
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K 11 = k1 (x1 , x1 ; θ1 ) + σn21 I 1 ,
K 12 =

T
K 21
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(11)

= ρ k1 (x1 , x2 ; θ1 ),

(12)

2
n2 I 2 ,

K 22 = k(x2 , x2 ; θ) + σ

(13)

with I 0 , I 1 , and I 2 being the identity matrices of size n0 , n1 , and n2 , respectively.
3.2. Kernels
Without loss of generality, all Gaussian process priors used in this work are assumed to have zero mean and a squared
exponential covariance function [17–19,21]. Moreover, anisotropy across input dimensions is handled by Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD) weights w d, [17]




2

g  (x, x ; θ ) = σ exp −
where
2

1
2

D

w d, (xd − xd )2 , for  = 1, 2,

(14)

d =1

σ2 is avariance parameter, x is a D-dimensional vector that includes spatial or temporal coordinates, and θ =
D

σ , w d,

d=1

. The choice of the kernel represents our prior belief about the properties of the solutions we are trying

to approximate. From a theoretical point of view, each kernel gives rise to a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space [17] that
deﬁnes the class of functions that can be represented by our prior. In particular, the squared exponential covariance function
chosen above, implies that we are seeking smooth approximations. More complex function classes can be accommodated
by appropriately choosing kernels.
3.3. Cross-correlation parameter
If the training procedure yields a ρ close to zero, this indicates a negligible cross-correlation between the low- and
high-ﬁdelity data. Essentially, this implies that the low-ﬁdelity data is not informative, and the algorithm will automatically
ignore them, thus solely trusting the high-ﬁdelity data. In general, ρ could depend on x (i.e., ρ (x)), yielding a more expressive scheme that can capture increasingly complex cross correlations [20,21]. However, for the sake of clarity, this is not
pursued in this work.
3.4. Prediction
After training the model on data {x2 , y 2 } on f 2 , {x1 , y 1 } on f 1 , and anchor points data {x0 , y 0 } on u, we are interested
in predicting the value of u (x) at a new test point x. Hence, we need to compute the posterior distribution p (u (x)| y ). This
can be achieved by ﬁrst observing that



u (x)
y


∼N

  

g (x, x) a
0
,
,
T
0

a

K

(15)

where a T := [g (x, x0 ; θ), ρ Lx g 1 (x, x1 ; θ1 ), Lx g (x, x2 ; θ)]. Therefore, we obtain the predictive distribution p (u (x)| y ) =
N u (x), V u (x) , with predictive mean u (x) := a T K −1 y and predictive variance V u (x) := g (x, x) − a T K −1 a.
3.5. Computational cost
The training step scales as O (mn3 ), where m is the number of optimization iterations needed. In our implementation, we
have derived the gradients of the likelihood with respect to all unknown parameters and hyper-parameters [17], and used
a Quasi-Newton optimizer L-BFGS [33] with randomized initial guesses. Although this scaling is a well-known limitation
of Gaussian process regression, we must emphasize that it has been effectively addressed by the recent works of Snelson
& Gharhamani, and Hensman & Lawrence [34,35], and by the recursive multi-ﬁdelity scheme put forth by Le Gratiet and
Garnier [21]. Finally, we employ u (x) to predict u (x) at a new test point x with a linear cost.
3.6. Adaptive reﬁnement via active learning
Here we provide details on adaptive acquisition of data in order to enhance our knowledge about the solution u, under
the assumption that we can afford one additional high-ﬁdelity observation of the right-hand-side forcing f . The adaptation
of the following active learning scheme to cases where one can acquire additional anchor points or low-ﬁdelity data for f 1
is straightforward. We start by obtaining the following predictive distribution for f (x) at a new test point x, p ( f (x)| y ) =
N ( f (x), V f (x)), where f (x) = b T K −1 y, V f (x) = k(x, x) − b T K −1 b, and b T := [Lx g (x, x0 ; θ), ρ Lx g 1 (x, x1 ; θ1 ), k(x, x2 ; θ)].
The most intuitive sampling strategy corresponds to adding a new observation x∗ for f at the location where the posterior
variance is maximized, i.e.,
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Table 1
Integro-differential equation in 1D: Optimized hyper-parameters and parameters – Single-ﬁdelity case (i.e. L = 1).

σ12

w 1,1

σn21

σn20

0.4132

21.787

1.5293e −07

3.3667e −10

Table 2
Integro-differential equation in 1D: Optimized hyper-parameters and parameters – Multi-ﬁdelity case (i.e., L = 2).

σ22

w 1,2

σn22

σn20

14.017

0.85152

5.3243e −07

9.991e −07

σ12

w 1,1

σn21

ρ

2.6028

6.3278

0.025547

1.3076

x∗ = arg max V f (x).
x

(16)

Compared to more sophisticated data acquisition criteria [22–24], we found that this simple computationally inexpensive
choice leads to similar performance for all cases examined in this work. Designing the optimal data acquisition policy for a
given problem is still an open question [22–24].
4. Results
4.1. Integro-differential equation in 1D
We start with a pedagogical example involving the following one dimensional integro-differential equation

∂
u (x) +
∂x

x
u (ξ )dξ = f (x),

(17)

0

and assume that the low- and high-ﬁdelity training data {x1 , y 1 }, {x2 , y 2 } are generated according to y  = f  (x ) +   ,
 = 1, 2, where  1 ∼ N (0, 0.3I ),  2 ∼ N (0, 0.05I ), f 2 (x) = 2π cos(2π x) + π1 sin(π x)2 , and f 1 (x) = 0.8 f 2 (x) − 5x. This induces
a non-trivial cross-correlation structure between f 1 (x), f 2 (x). The training data points x1 and x2 are randomly chosen in
the interval [0, 1] according to a uniform distribution. Here we take n1 = 15 and n2 = 3, where n1 and n2 denote the
sample sizes of x1 and x2 , respectively. Moreover, we have access to anchor point data {x0 , u 0 } on u (x). For this example,
we randomly selected x0 in the interval [0, 1] and let y 0 = u (x0 ). Notice that u (x) = sin(2π x) is the exact solution to the
problem. Fig. 1 of the manuscript summarizes the results corresponding to: 1) Single-ﬁdelity data for f , i.e., n1 = 0 and
n2 = 3, and 2) Multi-ﬁdelity data for f 1 and f 2 , i.e., n1 = 15 and n2 = 3, respectively. The computed values for the optimal
model hyper-parameters and parameters for this benchmark example are given in Table 1 for the single-ﬁdelity case and in
Table 2 for the multi-ﬁdelity case, respectively.
Fig. 1 highlights the ability of the proposed methodology to accurately approximate the solution to a one dimensional
integro-differential equation (see Fig. 1) in the absence of any numerical discretization of the linear operator, or any data
on u other than the minimal set of anchor points that are necessary to pin down a solution. In sharp contrast to classical
grid-based solution strategies (e.g. ﬁnite difference, ﬁnite element methods, etc.), our machine learning approach relaxes
the traditional well-possedness requirements as the anchor point(s) need not necessarily be prescribed as initial/boundary
conditions, and could also be contaminated by noise. Moreover, we see in Fig. 1(C), (E) that a direct consequence of our
Bayesian approach is the built-in uncertainty quantiﬁcation encoded in the posterior variance of u. The computed variance
reveals regions where model predictions are least trusted, thus directly quantifying model inadequacy. This information is
very useful in designing a data acquisition plan that can be used to optimally enhance our knowledge about u. Giving rise to
an iterative procedure often referred to as active learning [22–24], this observation can be used to eﬃciently learn solutions
to differential equations by adaptively selecting the location of the next sampling point.
4.2. Active learning and a-posteriori error estimates for the 2D Poisson equation
Consider the following differential equation

∂2
∂2
u
(
x
)
+
u (x) = f (x),
∂ x1 2
∂ x2 2

(18)

and a single-ﬁdelity data-set comprising of noise-free observations for the forcing term f (x) = −2π 2 sin(π x1 ) sin(π x2 ),
along with noise free anchor points generated by the exact solution u (x) = sin(π x1 ) sin(π x2 ). To demonstrate the concept
of active learning we start from an initial data set consisting of 4 randomly sampled observations of f in the unit square,
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along with 25 anchor points per domain boundary. The latter can be considered as information that is a-priori known
from the problem setup, as for this problem we have considered a noise-free Dirichlet boundary condition. Moreover, this
relatively high-number of anchor points allows us to accurately resolve the solution on the domain boundary and focus
our attention on the convergence properties of our scheme in the interior domain. Starting from this initial training set,
we enter an active learning iteration loop in which a new observation of f is augmented to our training set at each
iteration according to the chosen sampling policy. Here, we have chosen the most intuitive sampling criterion, namely
adding new observations at the locations for which the posterior variance of f is the highest. Despite its simplicity, this
choice yields a fast convergence rate, and returns an accurate prediction for the solution u after just a handful of iterations
(see Fig. 2(A)). Interestingly, the error in the solution seems to be bounded by the approximation error in the forcing
term, except for the late iteration stages where the error is dominated by how well we approximate the solution on the
boundary. This indicates that in order to further reduce the relative error in u, more anchor points on the boundary are
needed. Overall, the non-monotonic error decrease observed in Fig. 2(A) is a common feature of active learning approaches
as the algorithm needs to explore and gather the suﬃcient information required in order to further reduce the error. Lastly,
note how uncertainty in computation is quantiﬁed by the computed posterior variance that can be interpreted as a type of
a-posteriori error estimate (see Fig. 2(C, D)).
4.3. Generality and scalability of the method
It is important to emphasize that as long as the equations are linear, the observations made so far are not problem speciﬁc. In fact, the proposed algorithm provides an entirely agnostic treatment of linear operators, which can be
of fundamentally different nature. For example, we can seamlessly learn solutions to integro-differential, time-dependent,
high-dimensional, or even fractional equations. This generality and scalability will be illustrated through a mosaic of benchmark problems compiled in Fig. 3.
4.3.1. Time-dependent linear advection–diffusion–reaction equation
This example is chosen to highlight the capability of the proposed framework to handle time-dependent problems using
only noisy scattered space–time observations of the right-hand-side forcing term. To illustrate this capability we consider a
time-dependent advection–diffusion–reaction equation

∂
∂2
∂
u (t , x) +
u (t , x) − 2 u (t , x) − u (t , x) = f (x).
∂t
∂x
∂x

(19)

Here, we generate a total of n1 = 30 low-ﬁdelity and n2 = 10 high-ﬁdelity training points (t 1 , x1 ) and (t 2 , x2 ), respectively, in the domain [0, 1]2 = {(t , x) : t ∈ [0, 1] and x ∈ [0, 1]}. These points are chosen at random according to a uniform
distribution. The low- and high-ﬁdelity training data {(t 1 , x1 ), y 1 }, {(t 2 , x2 ), y 2 } are given by y  = f  (t  , x ) +   ,  = 1, 2,
where f 2 (t , x) = e −t 2π cos(2π x) + 2(2π 2 − 1) sin(2π )x , and f 1 (t , x) = 0.8 f 2 (t , x) − 5tx − 20. Moreover,  1 ∼ N (0, 0.3 I )
and  2 ∼ N (0, 0.05 I ). We choose n0 = 10 random anchor points (t 0 , x0 ) according to a uniform distribution on the initial/boundary set {0} × [0, 1] ∪ [0, 1] × {0, 1}. Moreover, y 0 = u (t 0 , x0 ) +  0 with  0 ∼ N (0, 0.01 I ). Note that u (t , x) =
e −t sin(π x) is the exact solution. The computed values for the optimal model hyper-parameters and parameters for this
benchmark are given in Table 3. Remarkably, the proposed method circumvents the need for temporal discretization, and
is essentially immune to any restrictions arising due to time-stepping, e.g., the fundamental consistency and stability issues
in classical numerical analysis. As shown in Fig. 3(A), a reasonable reconstruction of the solution ﬁeld u can be achieved
using only 10 noisy high-ﬁdelity observations of the forcing term f (see Fig. 3(A-1, A-2)). More importantly, the maximum
error in the prediction is quantiﬁed by the posterior variance (see Fig. 3(A-3)), which, in turn, is in good agreement with
the maximum absolute point-wise error between the predicted and exact solution for u (see Fig. 3(A-4)). Note that in
realistic scenarios no knowledge of the exact solution is available, and therefore one cannot assess model accuracy or inadequacy. The merits of our Bayesian approach are evident – using a very limited number of noisy high-ﬁdelity observations
of f we are able to compute a reasonably accurate solution u avoiding any numerical discretization of the spatio-temporal
advection–diffusion–reaction operator.
4.3.2. Poisson equation in 10D
To demonstrate scalability to high dimensions, next we consider a 10-dimensional (10D) Poisson equation (see Fig. 3(B))
for which only two dimensions are active in the variability of its solution, namely dimensions 1 and 3. To this end, consider
the following differential equation
10

∂2
u (x) = f (x).
∂ xd2
d =1

(20)

We assume that the low- and high-ﬁdelity data {x1 , y 1 }, {x2 , y 2 } are generated according to y  = f  (x ) +   ,  = 1, 2,
where  1 ∼ N (0, 0.3 I ) and  2 ∼ N (0, 0.05 I ). We construct a training set consisting of n1 = 60 low-ﬁdelity and
n2 = 20 high-ﬁdelity observations, sampled at random in the unit hyper-cube [0, 1]10 . Moreover, we employ n0 = 40
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Fig. 2. Active learning of solutions to linear differential equations and a-posteriori error estimates: (A) Log-scale convergence plot of the relative error in the
predicted solution u and forcing term f as the number of single-ﬁdelity training data on f is increased via active learning. Our point selection policy
is guided by the maximum posterior uncertainty on f . (B) Evolution of the posterior standard deviation of f as the number of active learning iterations
is increased. (C), (D) Evolution of the posterior standard deviation of u and the relative point-wise error against the exact solution. A visual inspection
demonstrates the ability of the proposed methodology to provide an a-posteriori error estimate on the predicted solution. Movie S1 presents a real-time
animation of the active learning loop and corresponding convergence.

data points on the solution u (x). These anchor points are not necessarily boundary points and are in fact randomly
chosen in the domain [0, 1]10 according to a uniform distribution.
10 The high- and low-ﬁdelity forcing terms are given by
f 2 (x) = −8π 2 sin(2π x1 ) sin(2π x3 ), and f 1 (x) = 0.8 f 2 (x) − 40 d=1 xd + 30, respectively. Once again, the data y 0 on the ex-
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Fig. 3. Generality and scalability of the multi-ﬁdelity learning scheme: Equations, variable ﬁdelity data, and inferred solutions for a diverse collection of benchmark problems. In all cases, the algorithm provides an agnostic treatment of temporal integration, high-dimensionality, and non-local interactions, without
requiring any modiﬁcation of the workﬂow. Comparison between the inferred and exact solutions u and u, respectively, for (A) time-dependent advection–
diffusion–reaction, (B) Poisson equation in ten dimensions, and (C) fractional sub-diffusion.

act solution u (x) = sin(2π x1 ) sin(2π x3 ) are generated by y 0 = u (x0 ) +  0 with  0 ∼ N (0, 0.01 I ). It should be emphasized
that the effective dimensionality of this problem is 2, and the active dimensions x1 and x3 will be automatically discovered by our method. In particular, the computed values for the optimal model hyper-parameters and parameters for this
benchmark are given in Table 4.
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Table 3
Time-dependent linear advection–diffusion–reaction equation: Optimized hyper-parameters and parameters –
Multi-ﬁdelity case (i.e., L = 2).

σ22

w 1,2

w 2,2

1.1593

0.29173

σ12

w 1,1

59.164

0.26341

σn22

σn20

8.327

2.527e −06

0.0019734

w 2,1

σn21

ρ

3.3043

0.07568

0.086378

Table 4
Poisson equation in 10D: Optimized hyper-parameters and parameters – Multi-ﬁdelity case (i.e., L = 2).

σ22

w 1,2

w 2,2

w 3,2

w 4,2

w 5,2

1.5195

7.7975

1.0199e −06

8.0433

1.4295e −06

2.1383e −07

w 6,2

w 7,2

w 8,2

w 9,2

w 10,2

σn22

σn20

0.00017021

3.9744e −06

5.8979e −05

5.3126e −07

3.9426e −07

0.00068858

5.1161e −05

σ12

w 1,1

w 2,1

w 3,1

w 4,1

w 5,1

14.36

5.6476

1.0387e −05

6.0426

8.0275e −05

4.7499e −08

w 6,1

w 7,1

w 8,1

w 9,1

w 10,1

σn21

ρ

2.3447e −05

7.8975e −05

1.6467e −06

9.5703e −08

4.6577e −05

0.024971

0.52177

Our goal here is to highlight an important feature of the proposed methodology, namely automatic discovery of this
effective dimensionality from data. This screening procedure is implicitly carried out during model training by using GP
covariance kernels that can detect directional anisotropy in multi-ﬁdelity data, helping the algorithm to automatically detect
and exploit any low-dimensional structure. Although the high-ﬁdelity forcing f 2 only contains terms involving dimensions 1
and 3, the low-ﬁdelity model f 1 is active along all dimensions. Fig. 3(B-1, B-2, B-3) provides a visual assessment of the high
accuracy attained by the predictive mean in approximating the exact solution u evaluated at randomly chosen validation
points in the 10-dimensional space. Speciﬁcally, Fig. 3(B-1) is a scatter plot of the predictive mean, Fig. 3(B-2) depicts the
histogram of the predicted solution values versus the exact solution, and Fig. 3(B-3) is a one dimensional slice of the solution
ﬁeld. If all the dimensions are active, achieving this accuracy level would clearly require a larger number of multi-ﬁdelity
training data. However, the important point here is that our algorithm can discover the effective dimensionality of the
system from data (see Fig. 3(B-4)), which is a non-trivial problem.
4.3.3. Fractional sub-diffusion equation
Our last example summarized in Fig. 3(C) involves a linear equation with fractional-order derivatives. Such operators often arise in modeling anomalous transport, and their non-local nature poses serious computational challenges as it involves
costly convolution operations for resolving the underlying non-Markovian dynamics [25]. Bypassing the need for numerical discretization, our regression approach overcomes these computational bottlenecks, and can seamlessly handle all such
linear cases without any modiﬁcations. To illustrate this, consider the following one dimensional fractional equation
α

−∞ D x u (x) − u (x) = f (x),

(21)

where α ∈ R is the fractional order of the operator that is deﬁned in the Riemann–Liouville sense [25]. In our framework,
the only technicality introduced by the fractional operators has to do with deriving the kernel k(x, x ; θ). Here, k(x, x ; θ)
was obtained by taking the inverse Fourier transform [25]

[(−i w )α (−i w  )α − (−i w )α − (−i w  )α + 1] ĝ ( w , w  ; θ),

(22)

where ĝ ( w , w  ; θ) is the Fourier transform of the kernel g (x, x ; θ). Let us now assume that the low- and high-ﬁdelity

data {x1 , y 1 }, {x2 , y 2 } are generated according to y  = f  (x ) +   where  = 1, 2,  1 ∼ N (0, 0.3 I ),  2 ∼ N (0, 0.05 I ),
f 2 (x) = 2π cos(2π x) − sin(2π x), and f 1 (x) = 0.8 f 2 (x) − 5x. The training data x1 , x2 with sample sizes n1 = 15, n2 = 4,
respectively, are randomly chosen in the interval [0, 1] according to a uniform distribution. We also assume that we have
access to data {x0 , y 0 } on u (x). In this example, we choose n0 = 2 random points in the interval [0, 1] to deﬁne x0 and let
y 0 = u (x0 ). Notice that

1
u (x) = e −2i π x
2



e 4i π x (i + 2π )
− i + 2π
+
,
α
−1 + (−2i π )
−1 + (2i π )α

(23)

is the exact solution, and is obtained using Fourier analysis. Our numerical demonstration corresponds to α = 0.3, and our
results are summarized in Fig. 3(C). The computed values for the optimal model parameters and hyper-parameters for this
benchmark are given in Table 5.
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Table 5
Fractional sub-diffusion equation: Optimized hyper-parameters and parameters – Multi-ﬁdelity case (i.e., L = 2).

σ22

w 1,2

σn22

σn20

63.263

1.1498

0.0074638

2.3315e −05

2
1

2
n1

σ

w 1,1

σ

ρ

50.309

8.521

0.1036

1.3371

5. Discussion
In summary, we have presented a probabilistic regression framework for learning solutions to general linear integrodifferential equations from noisy data. Our machine learning approach can seamlessly handle spatio-temporal as well as
high-dimensional problems. The proposed algorithms can learn from scattered noisy data of variable ﬁdelity, and return
solution ﬁelds with quantiﬁed uncertainty. This methodology generalizes well beyond the benchmark cases presented here.
For example, it is straightforward to address problems with more than two levels of ﬁdelity, variable coeﬃcients, complex
geometries, non-Gaussian and input-dependent noise models (e.g., student-t, heteroscedastic, etc. [17]), as well as more
general linear boundary conditions, e.g., Neumann, Robin, etc. The current methodology can be readily extended to address
applications involving characterization of materials, tomography and electrophysiology, design of effective metamaterials,
etc. An equally important direction involves solving systems of linear partial differential equations, which can be addressed
using multi-output GP regression [26,27].
Another key aspect of this Bayesian mindset is the choice of the prior. Here, for clarity, we chose to start from the
most popular Gaussian process prior available, namely the stationary squared exponential covariance function. This choice
limits our approximation capability to suﬃciently smooth functions. However, one can leverage recent developments in deep
learning to construct more general and expressive priors that are able to handle discontinuous and non-stationary response
[28,29].
Finally we would like to stress that, despite its generality, the proposed framework does not constitute a universal
solution remedy for any differential equation. For example, the most pressing open question is posed by non-linear operators
for which assigning GP priors on the solution may not be a reasonable choice. Some speciﬁc non-linear equations can be
transformed into systems of linear equations – albeit in high-dimensions [30–32] – that can be solved with extensions of
the current framework.
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Appendix A. Computer software
All data and results presented in the manuscript can be accessed and reproduced using the Matlab code provided at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/zt488tymtmfu6ds/AADE2_Yb2Fz8AGBdsUmBXAyEa?dl=0.
Appendix B. Supplementary material
We have generated an animation corresponding to the convergence properties of active learning procedure (see Fig. 2).
Movie S1 contains 5 panels. The smaller top left panel shows the evolution of the computed posterior variance of u, while
the smaller top right panel shows the corresponding error against the exact solution. Similarly, the smaller bottom left and
bottom right panels contain the posterior variance and corresponding relative error in approximating the forcing term f .
To highlight the chosen data acquisition criterion (maximum posterior variance of f ) we have used a different color-map
to distinguish the computed posterior variance of f . Lastly, the larger plot on the right panel shows the convergence of the
relative error for both the solution and the forcing as the number of iterations and training points is increased. Fig. 2 shows
some snapshots of this animation.
Supplementary material related to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcp.2017.01.060.
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